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“You don’t get to be a  
multiple winner of the  

Food Made Good  
Sustainable Business of the Year award 

without having a top-notch 
local sourcing policy,  

or in Poco’s case – hyper-local.”

POCO TAPAS BAR
Bristol
You don’t get to be a multiple winner of the Food Made 
Good Sustainable Business of the Year award without 
having a top-notch local sourcing policy, or in Poco’s case, 
hyper-local - especially when you take into account its 
own allotment.

Committed to using their influence to drive an even 
greater shift towards more sustainable local sourcing, 
founders Jen Best and Ben Pryor decided to host the 
largest event they’d ever staged. The Future Food 
Banquet in June 2019 brought together eight of 
Bristol’s top chefs to prepare a feast illustrating what 
truly sustainable food looks and tastes like. They also 
recruited some of the best minds to debate the issue as 
an appetiser – including Sheila Dillon, Professor Tim Lang 
and Patrick Holden. Money raised went to Bristol Food 
Producers.

As proof of the impact of the event, an impressive  
half of the 150 guests said they would change their 
sourcing habits.

“Now, the restaurant is 
a hub of the community 
serving council staff and the public food 

that’s local and seasonal as well as 
affordable, nutritious and delicious and which 

showcases local suppliers 
and their produce.”

EN_FOOD
London

Ben Murphy, Head Chef of EN_Food set out to prove 
that you could run a civic centre restaurant dedicated 
to showcasing healthy, environmentally conscious and 
delicious food. Using the SRA’s Sustainability Framework, 
Ben created a blueprint. 

One of the major barriers was the lengthy and laborious 
process to approve new suppliers through the council’s 
system. In order to cut through the red tape, Ben had 
to convince a number of department’s that the societal, 
economic and environmental benefits were worth it. 
Slowly, Ben found allies in the council and an impressive 
array of 15 local suppliers were brought on board.

Ben’s next job was to create menus to do the ingredients 
justice. Now, the restaurant is a hub of the community 
serving council staff and the public food that’s local and 
seasonal as well as affordable, nutritious and delicious, 
and which showcases local suppliers and their produce.

“From a tiny seed,  
grew the idea for a Vegecation –  

a three-month social and  
digital marketing campaign to  

promote the  
provenance of the  

pubs’ f ruit and veg.”

YOUNG’S PUBS
London and South

The 200-strong London and South of England 
pub group is proud of its use of British seasonal 
ingredients but wanted to increase awareness amongst 
both customers and staff. From a tiny seed, grew 
the idea for a Vegecation – a three-month social and 
digital marketing campaign to promote the provenance 
of the pubs’ fruit and veg. The two groups were also 
encouraged to grow together.

Inspired by supplier visits, managers, chefs and bar 
staff were then able to knowledgeably shout about 
the local, seasonal produce they were serving.

Live videos, recipes, blogs and posts about growers, 
drove huge engagement – 31,000 people watched 
the seasonal veg videos on Facebook as a starter, 
and a number of the group’s pubs started and have 
continued to grow their own.
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